If Duncan Sims hadn’t contacted me I would not have suspected his
site was dodgy. It was only when I was doing some digging on Digger
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/DIGGER_IS_A_SHILL.php that I wondered
if Sims was promoting the same Jew lies. And sure enough ... Jeesh,
all these agents being sent out to befriend me! I must be doing
something right.
So who is Duncan Sims? He runs a blog called Icenirising, and tells us
he’s a bricklayer and plasterer https://icenirising.wordpress.com/page/2/
Apart from that there is no information at all on him. For all we know
Sims could be a pseudonym or somebody’s sock. On Linkedin we see
Duncan: Sims... is a faceless ‘Bricklayer of 20+years, Plasterer, Activist,
blogger, bowyer and Archer’.
https://uk.linkedin.com/pub/dir/Duncan/Sims
The name he chose for his site is very revealing. The Iceni were a tribe
involved in an uprising against the Romans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iceni Sims is promoting the ‘revolution is
the solution’ message. That is a big clue he is a shill. A revolution is
NOT the answer. It will lead us very quickly into complete slavery [or
death]. Revolutions NEVER deal with the people who are really calling
the shots.
Throughout this pdf I comment in red as always.
Duncan wrote to me on 27/10/14:
“Hey Sharon,
In researching spiveys latest arrest farce i came across your pdf, and
hence, your site. I had a quick read through some and will return, but it
was your: 'God i feel so alone'' that made me contact you, you are not.
I have had my home and later my car taken by the ptb, i have been
directly involved with the likes of gerrish, we are change, the british
constitution group etc etc over the years and know first hand of the
spooks in said groups and their masonic jewish handlers, though not to
say, as i used to, that all masons are bad, the darker side certainly do
have the upper hand at present. I will avoid turning this into an essay,
and i'm sure we will have differing opinions, but i felt the need to say hi, i
know how lonely a road it can be at times.
Kindest regards.

Duncan”
Notice he gets me to trust him by saying he’s had his home and car
taken by the ptb. If that was true he would have detailed it on his site,
and shown some evidence of the corruption. Instead he posts vague
and unimpressive smug comments. For example take a look here
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2013/09/26/norwich-council-courtperjury/ He says: “This is video taken in 2010/11 when the council took
my home. But he has removed that video. Wonder why! Just to let
them know it isn’t forgotten and all safely stored. But not published!
Since then I have the tax man in acquiescence [no evidence of that
either] and I’m busy on my Right to Travel at present, but soon I can
return my attention to it, I gave you my word after all Norma. For the
record: I stand under different methods from three years ago, they
couldn’t let me win whatever, but it did expose their lies.” Where has
Sims exposed ‘their’ lies?
This is his tax boast: “I am Me, Myself, without the State of England, I
removed my consent to be governed [prove it] in 2010, I will not pay
income tax, road tax or council tax [prove it. Prove that for the 5 years
from 2010 to 2015 you have not paid said taxes; for example show us
the letters [and reminder letters] requesting payment; show how you
managed to avoid payment] to fund traitors inside the gates, illegal
wars, state sponsored false flags, war crimes, genocide and crimes
against humanity
...” https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/05/03/hellstorm-exposing-thereal-genocide-of-nazi-germany/
Course this ‘consent’ nonsense is the FOTL scam. Duncan calls
himself a ‘freeman’. Ha ha, what a joker. Any kind of freedom he enjoys
is because he works for and is protected by the Masonic machine. In
actuality such people are the most enslaved of all; but the fools just don’t
realise it. And judging from what he says he must be living off the
taxpayer, claiming benefits; after all if he was working he’d sure as hell
be letting us know. Have a look at my pdf on Digger
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/DIGGER_IS_A_SHILL.php for more on the
‘Freeman on the Land’ woo.
Here’s another post whereby the clown is proclaiming to be a ‘lawful
rebel’ bravely standing his ground and standing up to the masons.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9TS_L-IsyM
“I am in full Lawful rebellion and a Freeman/Sovereign. do not fear the
organic robots in Masonic costumes, for our children’s sake report

treason.” Yeah ok. Dream on Duncan. You can’t challenge anyone; let
alone the masons. You do fear them. You do exactly what they tell you
to do. You’re that timid you couldn’t rebel against your own shadow.
You’re nothing but a cowardly bullshitting LIAR. And it really wouldn’t
surprise me if you are a fairly high up mason yourself.
And have a look at this post
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2011/08/02/the-great-british-lawfulrebellion-has-begun/
“To this end, Lawful Rebellion in Great Britain has now finally begun
(as poor old Judge Peake in Birkenhead discovered to his surprise and
embarrassment when he was suddenly confronted in his court by over
500 law abiding citizens [they were duped individuals or cointelpro
agents] demanding his arrest for treason) and nothing, absolutely
nothing, can stop its momentum from building. People like me, who
are the real truth soldiers can - and will - stop it. Ordinary decent and
peace loving people have finally had enough and are now waking up in
ever increasing numbers to the unlawful harm that is actually being done
to them and their families. A grassroots movement of non-compliance on
a scale never before imagined is organising itself [Is it? Where?] to
lawfully expose and bring down this appalling system of global corporate
control and enslavement……including the lawful shutting down of the
debt creating financial nerve centre of the world, the so-called Square
Mile that makes up the ‘City of London’ – what many analysts believe is
the beating heart of this global conspiracy beast.”
And https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2011/10/19/occupy-norwichbritain-and-the-laughing-1/
“How do they fight this 1% if they don’t know how they’re controlled by
them?, None we spoke to are aware of their Legal Fiction, their
Strawman ...” No freeman arguments have ever succeeded in court;
worse, the FOTL arguments gets people into more trouble, such that
people end up being subject to fines, asset seizures, contempt
convictions, criminal records, and sometimes imprisonment. That
of course is the ‘PTB’ plan. They want to criminalise us; as criminals are
easy to control.
Duncan is a dirty dangerous subversive. What he is advocating, if
successful, will ultimately lead to a quickening of the NWO slavery
agenda. He and his ilk are agents provocateurs; paid to galvanise
mobs of people into descending on the courts, being disorderly and
confrontational. Their aim is to create the circumstances whereby it will
be necessary to ‘up’ the security in the courts; which will mean the

deployment of extra security guards and police; most probably armed
police. Taxes will have to rise to pay for it all. This will ultimately lead
to a complete ban on members of the public attending courts to
witness cases, as they will be deemed a possible ‘terrorist threat’.
When that happens we will have lost all semblance of justice that still
exists in the courts. And freedom will be a dim and distant pipe dream.
Have a look at Sims’ video entitled ‘Blow up Parliament: Stop paying tax’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8PHFOIm6WE Wow, what does
our great warrior Duncan do for the fight for freedom? He harasses
innocent employees at the Inland Revenue. He goes in all guns blazing,
ranting and talking over the poor employees, who can’t get a word in,
and who wonder what the fuck the idiot with the camera was playing at.
What did you achieve Duncan? Nowt. Wanker.
I really am despairing now. Look what the lying twat says here:
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/06/15/treason-800-years-ofmagna-carta/
“Treason, 800 Years of Magna Carta.
Today, 15th June 2015, 800 years since the signing of the Great Charter
I, me, myself submitted allegations of Treason, Misprision of Treason,
Misconduct in a Public Office and Serious Neglect of Duty to every High
Sheriff in England and Wales, against every Government from Harold
Wilson’s to Cameron, and members of Norfolk Police from constable to
chief constable.” No you didn’t Duncan. You just say that you did.
Carry on playing your stupid pathetic games. No-one’s listening to you.
People despise cowardly fakes - traitorous scumbags - like you.
In this post https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/10/05/the-land-ofnod/ he says “I was homeless for almost 18 months, after losing a
house thanks to a poison dwarf of en ex wife, and won my battles to
get housed [yeah, that’s right, blame the ex. Bet she could show us the
documentation – and the truth. Who housed you Duncan? Did you get
housing benefit?] after all and sundry said I couldn’t get a flat ....”
Also in that post he says: “... I’d be on epidurals and pain relief for years
to come if not for ever; to throw out the tablets and stop spinal injections
... apart from recovering from a back injury and 5 years off work.” That
sounds like another sly little weasel Stan Richardson
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/STAN_RICHARDSON.php Sims could be
Stan for all we know.

Take a look at what he says here
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/08/23/4979/
“I’ve been homeless 4 times in my life through various reasons, I’ve
been in prison twice, [the masons get a lot of ex convicts to shill for
them. That’s because lags are easy to control - they’re hardly likely to
challenge the Masonic powers; they know what’s coming if they try] well
it would come out at some point, yes I was a very naughty boy in my
youth, 15 months youth custody when I was 20, I engineered a
successful escape and have the scar to prove it too….honest, he he,
then 3 months in 1991.” Successful escape my arse. Fukkin dreamer.
At least this is a partial admission that he hadn’t had his home stolen
because he’s some kind of threat to the Masonic hierarchy.
In any case if he had genuinely been up against some insidious
manipulations he’d know that the ‘PTB’ were the freemasons, and would
have acknowledged as such. Instead he makes a point of saying that
not all masons are bad; that it’s only the ‘darker’ side. They’re ALL
bloody bad. NONE of them can possibly be on the side of freedom as
their allegiance is to a truly evil organisation. And they all get rewarded
and protected, to the detriment of other – law-abiding- citizens. Notice
also he calls Spiv’s handlers Jewish.
Now at the time I had not researched the Jew propaganda, and so
Sims did not present as an obvious shill. Neither did I look at his site,
apart from his write up on Spiv. So taking that email on face value I
replied:
“Hi Duncan,
Good to see others such as yourself are exposing Spiv. I'm keeping an
eye on him and will be updating my site re his recent arrest and a
number of other things in due course. Right now I'm trying to find the
time to research his trolls - JJ, Darren Lavatory and a few others
[problem is I'm always so busy with work and family that when I do get
the time I'm often too tired to think!] Anyway will plod on. Spiv can wait
for now.
It's unfortunate some of Tom's videos have been removed. Then again
it wouldn't have taken long for the trolls to push the genuine commenters
off the page. Hopefully he'll get it sorted soon and will be back to give
Spiv the last flush he needs down that loo..”
Duncan then responded:

“I'm planning on going to see spivey, kind of a surprise interview to iron
out a few wrinkles and expose him properly, I'll keep you updated but
no details as we all know who's listening in.
Take care.”
My reply was:
“Good idea. The following are my comments that were under Tom's
video re the second arrest. Make use of them if they are any good to
you. I'll be using them when I get round to updating the site.”
He then said:
“Thanks Sharon, very helpful, and yep, dogs don't lie, the whole thing is
a joke and i think that's the best way to deal with him, we'll go and really
take the piss out of him. hard man my arse. i'll have a proper look
through and use some of your's and Toms words but like you, i have a
few things to finish that have been going on for a few years now, once
done, spiv the div et al are our new project. It will draw the attention of
the whole uk 'truth' movement so a battle is at foot and the odds are
against, just how I like it, but the truth is our ally and their desperation
and stupidity is their downfall.
Kindest regards.”
So does Sims expose Spiv ‘properly’? Not on your nelly. And what
happened to the surprise interview? Well that was just pretence too.
When it comes to exposing the lower profile gatekeepers, Duncan, just
like all the other shills does not do it convincingly. He’s not allowed to.
He’ll use mockery and innuendo, and he’ll point out small errors i.e. lies
but he does not venture out of the Masonic matrix i.e. he does not ask
the real questions/raise the important issues that I do. In other words he
offers no real proof that Spiv or anyone else is a shill. This is how the
game is played. This is how you know someone is not genuine.
When the ‘exposing’ of someone is done unconvincingly, it isn’t done at
all, because it leaves open the question that said person might be
genuine. Consequently said shill remains unchallenged to continue to
wreak poison on the WWW; and the NWO slavery takeover looms
steadily closer.

Since the HG story was thoroughly debunked, and with that the
revealing of obvious shills, the masonic controllers have had to be
more careful. Their tactic has been to allow some of their agents to sort
of ‘expose’ some of the lower profile cointelpros. This has the desired
neutralizing effect, since a half-hearted unmasking is no unmasking [in
other words it is a half-truth i.e. a whole lie.] Consequently we are none
the wiser; thus we are kept contained in the masonic matrix i.e. prison.
Notice how the shills all came out at around the same time to ‘expose’
some of their co-horts - Spiv, Gerrish and the HDJ gang. Take for
example Tom Secker, he decides to ‘expose’ Spiv on Aug 6th 2015 i.e.
not long after Jimmy Jones did his about turn which was around the
same time Gojam decided to ‘expose’ the ‘Mckenzie friends’. And take
note of how shills ‘expose’ each other - their criticism is masonic
approved i.e. not genuine – none of them come out with anything that is
‘out of the masonic matrix’ like I do; none of them expose their comrades
as NWO gatekeepers; they just say it’s about egotism, fame, donations
... or that these people are just harmless crackpots ... None of them talk
about the real role of these utterly despicable people – that they are
being paid to protect their paedophile paymasters, and to crush genuine
CSA victims and genuine whistleblowers. See my Hammy Hoax pdf
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/media/THE_HAMPSTEAD_HOAX_PSYOP.pdf for more. None of them will ever let on that the world is already
enslaved in a masonic matrix; that is of course the biggest secret
which must be protected. Of course the reality is no shill can actually
expose another shill because liars cannot expose other liars. If a shill
did want to expose another shill s/he would have to grow balls of steel
and come clean; and that would mean a direct challenge to his/her
masonic handler. That is never going to happen.
Let’s look at how Sims ‘exposes’ Spiv. First of all, isn’t it strange that
Sims would all of a sudden come out with his videos ‘attacking’ other
shills [notice he does it in a light hearted, deliberately ineffectual way i.e
it is only pretence.] How come he wasn’t ‘exposing’ them beforehand?
For example why didn’t he expose the HG story as fake back in 2012?
He writes monthly posts yet there’s not a murmur from him about it. And
when he does bring it up all he says is: “I backed Farrell when he first
emerged and was as guilty as most others, he appealed to the hope we
all feel inside and showed the chivalry, bravery and honour I thought had
died in our Land, but just like the BCGroup, UK Column, the ‘freeman’
movement, We Are Change etc, and i’ve been down all their warrens,
once you start to dig…well, you decide, I see the same faeces in a
different recepticle. Notice he contradicts himself there – he’s criticising

the ‘freeman’ movement whilst also promoting it! That’s more proof he’s
not genuine.
Farrell is also ‘good friends’ with Belinda Mckenzie, more recently of
Hollie Greig fame though you should check out her coloured past, links
to MI5 and much wonga.”
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2013/03/07/tony-farrell-anotherprominent-voice/ So he’s only pointing out Belinda McKenzie’s ‘coloured
past’ [without giving anything away about that.] And take note, he lets
you know her links are to MI5. All shills do this as it gets you off the
scent that the real power which oversees everything worldwide is
FREEMASONRY. They’ll blame MI5, other intelligence agencies,
security services, police ... ANYTHING to prevent you realising that an
all powerful secret corrupting insidious untouchable
unaccountable freemasonic force controls everything.
Course, not that his insipid criticism of the HGJ fakes; or the fact he fails
to mention the other scumbags in connection, and those who defended
the HDJ ‘campaign’ – MP John Hemming, Sabine McNeill, Butlincat,
Maggie Tuttle, Ian McFerran, Matt Quinn, Bill Baloney, Richard D Hall,
Icke, Crane etc is enough to hang him; but it adds to all the other
pointers which collectively prove he is just another pretender/fake ‘victim’
disinfo peddlar i.e. proponent of the NWO i.e enemy agent.
Take a look at this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14m8U0U6mY published 29 Aug 2015 entitled ‘Oi Vey Spi Vey In Plain Sight’ [Sims
doesn’t expose Spiv as a spy though] whereby Sims talks ‘freeman’
pseudo-legalese. He asks: “Why did he have no idea of the LAW,
Subject Matter Jurisdiction, the constables Oath, the judges oath, the
twat even accepted their 'INVITATION' (SUMMONS).....consensus facit
legem.....simple.
I see a pawn with a dirty secret, and a liable one at that, wil.” Sims asks
why Spiv isn’t “placing them under oath”. He comments “Spiv has his
arms out waiting for the cuffs; what a warrior, for someone with a
‘common law’ tab on his website, he Stood Under them. That is to say
gave them jurisdiction very quickly indeed.” Dunc continues: “Scene 3,
Spiv now has his ‘boots’ on; not a murmur on jurisdiction or oaths!?”
And: “Spiv is being played like a fiddle. He is naive, nescient and
ignorant.” Chris Spivey is not being played; nor is he naive or ignorant.
Spiv is involved in a Masonic conspiracy to convince the public that he
is the real deal. Sims won’t tell you that though. The only bit of truth is
when he says “The flustered, inarticulate man is not the same person
behind his website, and the lies ...” He then goes on to point out

correctly that Lisa [Spiv’s FB admin] says “six police felt the need to
search his flat” [that changed to four] and that this was on the 29/7/14.
The first arrest was on 30/7/14.
Sims’ focussing on Spiv’s ‘failure’ to use the ‘freeman’ argument to
defend himself is an ‘in the masonic matrix’ clever diversionary tactic –
to stop us thinking in terms of a psy-op [Masonic plot], with Spiv as the
main character. It also serves to convince us that the freeman woo is a
proven successful way of fighting the State ‘thugs’.
Yes, Sims points out small errors i.e. lies; he’ll even point out Spiv’s links
to known shills, such as David Icke, but he steers completely clear of
proving Spiv is a shill, and stating what his job is and who his
henchmen and women are.
Sims ends that video with a recording from the deceased John Harris.
From beyond the grave John says: “I spent a long time looking at the
‘PTB’; I decided to start looking at the people who were against the
‘PTB’ and I found out some very alarming things about certain
individuals who are expressing views about or collecting, how can I
say, people up to do their deeds. I found out some very very alarming
things and I suddenly realised that I was probably surrounded more by
what I was against within the very movement I was part of than actually
what the movement was against.” More on John Harris in a min.
Take a look at this article Sims did on Spiv
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2014/08/06/chris-spivey-yawn/ I quote:
“Spivey has ‘common law’ info on his page yet he must have given his N
A ME say it ( EN A ME….EN A MY) your name is your enemy, it is linked
to your person via your birth/berth certificate, without your name NO
constable has any jurisdiction unless you have broken the LAW, NOT
suspiscion of harrassment?! Here he is promoting the ‘strawman’ con
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ME7K6P7hlko This from a man who
wants the council to house him
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2016/09/30/all-clear/ So, um, aren’t
you glad Duncan that you actually have a birth certificate to enable you
to apply for housing benefit? And weren’t you glad that you had a birth
certificate to enable you to register with a GP who referred you to cancer
specialists who could treat you – all on the NHS? And now that you are
too ill to work, aren’t you glad that you have a birth certificate to enable
you to claim benefits? Do you still think your birth certificate is your
enemy?

I’ll tell you something, the high level masons behind this clever
chicanery, and all their little puppets who promote it, will almost certainly
ALL have passports to enable them to take their foreign holidays. How
did they obtain their passports? WITH A BIRTH CERTIFICATE. And I
wonder how many of them have refused to register their new born
babies. NONE.
Spiveys arrest is a scam, to boost his ratings, promote the jewish
agenda. It is for neither of those things. That is pure disinfo. Spiv
boasts he has a readership of between 4-7 million, so why would he
want to boost his ratings? And there is no Jewish agenda; it is a NWO
agenda. As said Spiv’s arrest was an effort to make him look genuine
and prevent him from being exposed as a fully paid up paedophile
protecting NWO shill. Methinks that move backfired somewhat. That
he is a shill is the dirty little secret that his fellow gatekeepers such
as Duncan Sims must protect.
I’ve had my home and car taken, [as said, he hasn’t shown the evidence
of that, and if it is true there is no evidence there was any
underhandedness in connection] i’ve been to court and told i didn’t
show, [there is no evidence of that either] i’ve reported Treason to every
plod and MP i can, [he hasn’t; that’s just more pretence; he just wants
you to think he has in the hope that you too will do the same] I’ve written
about Woolwich, in fact before Spivey if my memory serves me right i’ve
had my pc hacked more times than i can remember [that is just another
lie; the masons – the real enemy – don’t work that way; I should know!]
and they ain’t kicked my door in, but then i ain’t got millions of
hits……..funny that dontcha fuckin think mate cor blimey guvnor.
... then to top it off did a classic and predicted call for donations….oh
how i laughed. This is another playing it down tactic. Masonic lackey
Sims wants you to believe this is just a case of one egotistical man
asking for money. Sims is not allowed to expose the fact Spiv is a very
important cointelpro agent who, together with his troll team, is paid to
protect ‘V.I.P’ paedophiles, and suppress the voices of the CSA victims.
You won’t find Sims or any other controlled opposition agent revealing
that. Have a read of my pdf on Tom Pride
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/media/TOM_PRIDE.pdf
Poor old spiv is having to pay, for some reason, an icelandic server to
stop his mates, sorry, the security services [notice he calls the enemy
agents ‘security services’. You’ll never hear a shill saying the real power
is freemasonry] from shutting him down. Deja vue? Course he doesn’t

have to use an Icelandic server; since he is a shill his site will never be
taken down [even though he tries to kid you otherwise]; neither does he
need to pay anything like the amount he quotes.
... when he gave them subject matter jurisdiction AND signed his NAME,
bit of a div our Spiv, con sidering he has massive knowledge of common
law. He means the ‘freeman’ woo. See how Sims is portraying Spiv as
just a div. He wants you to think Spiv is too thick to be a NWO agent.
Sims and other enemy agents will portray Spiv as anything but what he
really is - to convince you he’s harmless; they’ll do whatever it takes to
prevent you knowing that he works for the enemy he pretends to be ‘at
war’ with. Course the same applies to other shills they’re pretending to
expose.
Have a read of Tom Secker’s pretend attack [i.e. his ‘in the masonic
matrix’ criticism] on Spiv whereby he labels Spiv as just an idiot and a
deluded toss pot. Scroll down to page 29 of my Hammy Hoax pdf
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/media/THE_HAMPSTEAD_HOAX_PSYOP.pdf
I and several other bloggers [actually there was only me and Tom Cahill;
and I have since exposed Cahill as cointelpro too] have been watching
Spiv the div carefully, I’ve had the arrest footage for sometime and with
his story, it stinks..after speaking to a friend of mine, an engineer and
very clued up on all things computery, he confirmed my beliefs, decent
encryption takes weeks to get past, not hours, so how did plod plant
images of little boys on his hard drive in the time he claims, or are we
supposed to believe he had no encryption, bearing in mind the
magnitude of ‘his’ work? Shills obviously do not need encryption.
This again is an ‘in the masonic matrix’ point as it is ignoring the fact that
the Spiv arrests are a psy-op. If Spiv wants to prove me wrong he must
publish all the court paperwork, all social services’ reports and the
recordings of both his police interviews – in full and uncensored.
Has anyone ever proven that the police have planted anything on
anyone’s computer?
When one is aware that one fine day, policey/spooky/drone types will
frequent ones abode, one takes precautions doesn’t one? Spiv also
now claims plod ‘missed’ a laptop, a hard drive and some USB
sticks….in their….”90 minute search”…. The best precaution is to avoid
having all of one’s eggs in one basket, so to speak. I should imagine

other genuine whistleblowers do what I do – save their important stuff on
memory sticks/files and hand them to trusted friends/family.
See how Sims repeatedly uses the diversion/playing down tactics i.e. he
completely avoids any ‘out of the masonic matrix’ points/questions i.e
the hard evidence that the arrests are a psy-op and that Spiv is therefore
a masonic shill.
See my comments under Tom Cahill’s video re Spiv’s second arrest
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/media/THE_COMMENTS_UNDERNEATH_
TOM_CAHILLS_VIDEO_ON_SPIVS_SECOND_ILLEGAL_ARREST.pdf
He expects us to be satisfied that the judge (at a magistrates hearing)
wouldn’t let his (legal team) have the forensic report on the hard
drive…so get it yourself div…and prove images were planted and
when….simple…if Spiv does a Subject Access Request he will receive
EVERYTHING, including audio traffic of all his arrests, failing to supply it
would breach data protection and plod would be in serious trouble and
£20.000 worse off. Once again Sims is making only masonic approved
points; he’s pretending this is not a masonic psy-op. Spiv doesn’t need
to request anything; he already has everything. Spiv is pretending he’s
a victim.
Sims manages to discredit himself by making errors of his own. For
example he writes:
After deleting the page where he says 4 came; He now says 3… This
was after correctly pointing out that the story had changed from 6 police
‘thugs’ visiting Spiv on 30/7/14 to 4 police ‘thugs’. The reference to three
police officers was re the second arrest i.e. the one that was recorded.
Remember, in the footage Spiv shows us, we only hear 2 officers
outside his door; Spiv tells us there were 3 officers. So is Sims [and his
Masonic handler[s]] just getting lazy? It wouldn’t surprise me if that was
a deliberate tactic to muddy the waters some more, so that we give
up trying to follow it all, and will just accept that Spiv genuinely
was illegally arrested etc, and therefore he must be genuine.
Maybe I’m missing something…but since I/we have been watching
spivey, the very popular aangirfan has stopped linking to
Icenirising….funny that… If Sims was not a shill he would not want any
shills linking to him. He would not want any association with any shill.
Period. He should be exposing the fact that the anonymously penned
aangirfan is a masonic written Spiv support site.

Likewise Sims goes along with the pretence that Coleman is a genuine
site.
Another admirer of Spivey in blogdom is Coleman experience, look how
fast he blogged the event. Sims is supposed to be exposing the fact the
unidentified blogger [there could be more than one person] behind the
Coleman Spiv support site is just another filthy lying Masonic puppet.
And guess who was doing the filming outside the court? Only one of
Gerrish’s foot soldiers…pushing the Hollie Greig BS….I have been
deep into that warren; I met Hollie and her mother, Maloney, Gerrish and
others at the RCJ and I managed to film in court, both there and in
other courts.” Course that is just another filthy lie. If it was true Sims
would have shown us the evidence.
And what of Spiv’s little helpers – Jimmy Jones, Daz Lavatory, Adeybob,
Gojam, Scharenborg, Anna Raccoon, Margaret Jervis, Tom Pride, Will
Black, Zoompad, Sheva Burton, John Ward, Sonia Poulton ... ? Well
they’re off limits. Sims has to stay schtum on them. He, like all these
pretenders is only allowed to go so far in the game of unmasking shills.
Notice he, just like all the other gatekeepers [Steve Budge of ‘The Big
Picture’ included – more on him in a min], doesn’t mention the likes of
Maurice Kirk, Caul Grant, Nigel Cooper, Mel Ve, Ben Emlyn-Jones,
Charlie Foulkes, Kellie Cottam, Andrea Davison, Andy Peacher, Maggie
Tuttle ... Nor [despite saying that he found what I’d written about Spiv
“very helpful”] did he even comment on any of my pdfs – ‘The
Hampstead Hoax psy-op’, ‘Fiona of the Forged letter’, ‘An elite paedo
ring’, ‘Digging into Jimmy’s socks’ ... Why? Because I am a genuine
internet sleuth i.e. I do ‘out of the Masonic matrix’ research. Sims of
course must keep everything in the matrix at all times. The masonic
matrix is the biggest secret that must be protected.
The only way we are to have any hope of freedom is when we
expose the fact that there is a shadow authority in the form of
freemasonry and other secret societies running through EVERY
body of authority world-wide. Of course what is really needed is for
people to FIND GOD; GROW A BACKBONE, AND SPEAK TRUTH.
Here’s another example of Sims’ lame and unpersuasive ‘exposing’ of
an enemy agent. Look at what he has to say about Keelan Balderson
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/09/17/keelan-balderson-77thbrigadegchq/ I quote:

“Balderson has appeared several times on the Corbett Report, Corbett is
on record as saying his website is his full time job…his career. So what
if he’s making money out of his website. I disagree with it – truth should
be free; however it doesn’t prove he’s a shill. Notice Sims pretends
Corbett is kosher. He should be exposing Corbett as a shill too.
Balderson now claims false flags such as Sandy Hook and Boston
Marathon bombings were not False Flags, and that crisis actors are not
real. The disinfo being put out by Sims and other shills is that the
marathon bombing was a hoax [where crisis actors were used] – a false
flag operation. I can tell you the Boston marathon bombing was not a
hoax; that it was a false flag attack since the two young men blamed
are completely innocent and were clearly set up as patsies, and there is
overwhelming evidence of corruption within the FBI and police, and of a
much wider conspiracy which involves people who occupy the highest
echelons of power – in the U.S.A, Russia, and in any country whose
mainstream media propagate the ‘official story’. As for crisis actors,
there are such things – used during times of training; they played no part
in the Boston bombings. See my pdf on the BOSTON BOMBING PSYOP http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_BOSTON_BOMBING_PSYOP.php See also my pdf on the work of the COINTELPRO in
connection http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_BB_PSY-OP__a_closer_look_at_the_work_of_the_COINTELPRO_who_are_geared_t
owards_the_savvier_truth_seekers.php for my comments on Baldy the
masonic myrmidon.
He claims he is the only one in the world who is on the ball, and
everyone else is on a wild goose chase. The wild goose chase is in
reference to the conspiracy theories, such as the drill. Sims and
Balderson will never let on that all the conspiracy theories that ‘arose’
from the Boston bombings are masonic generated red herrings.
The above picture is from a video of himself being interviewed ... by
himself. And that proves he’s a shill?
“Crisis actors are a baaad conspiracy theory” All conspiracy theories are
bad. They are masonic concoctions; designed to deceive and confuse
you, thus keeping you trapped in the masonic prison. You will never
hear that from a shill.
Balderson is very likely jewish, [this Jew blaming is disinformation
spread by the gatekeepers to prevent you figuring out who the real
enemy is – FREEMASONRY] although he dodges the question, he is a
crypto jew or at the very least: Sayanim.

The Boston bombings were real according to Balderson, even the blood,
as for the now infamous ‘wheelchair shot’…..yep…real too. All that is
true; the fact Sims skits at it is more proof he is a shill.
In a recent podcast with Brooks, they both claim the holocaust was
real…..What do you see? It is real. Back in my naive days I was taken
in by the dirty brigade [masons in high places] and persuaded that the
Hitler story was the greatest story never told, as their arguments were so
convincing. I have since wised up to how controlled opposition works; I
also realise just how powerful propaganda is, and I now know that you
can’t trust anything said in the so-called ‘alternative media’; you have to
research everything yourself.
... his paymasters will not be happy….nor will the good men and women
of Britain when they see his ilk…..and that time is nigh….his ego and
bank balance will pale in comparison….Brooks….you are a fool over
your head.” You are all fools – Brooks, Balderson, Sims, and all the rest
of you stupid shills. As for your paymasters; they too are fools. ALL of
you conscienceless scum are going to deeply regret serving your
Satanic master.
So you see how everything Sims says is strictly within the masonic
boundaries. In other words nothing Sims or any shill says will in any
way threaten the unravelling of the official story. Not that Sims wants to
‘expose’ it as a False Flag attack as his handler has told him to say it’s a
hoax.
In this video
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/05/16/boston-pysop-kiss-4panorama-youtube/ Sims reiterates his ‘belief’ that the marathon
bombing was a hoax – “fake blood, fake injuries, fake people” and that
Jeff Bauman is Nick Vogt. That alone tells you Duncan Sims is fake.
How has Sims proved that the Boston bombings were not real? How
has he proved crisis actors were used? The evidence is that those
bombs were very real. If Sims was genuine he’d be doing some real
research into the Boston bombings. He would then have been able to
point out the many real [not masonic] anomalies, contradictions and
unanswered questions that I do. He would also have been able to
expose the fact that there is clear evidence of complicity and cover up
on the part of the American authorities.

If Duncan Sims was genuine he would be condemning Chris Spivey in
the strongest possible manner for his suggestion that no-one was
murdered/maimed or injured in some other way. Jeesh Spiv even
suggests the Richard family are ‘manufactured’
http://chrisspivey.org/boston-bollocks-part-2-the-victims/ How I wish the
victims would sue Spiv’s sorry arse; and all the other scumbag shills who
are spreading filthy lies about fake bombs.
I defy Sims or any cointelpro agent to read through my research on the
Boston marathon bombings
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_BOSTON_BOMBING_PSY-OP__a_closer_look_at_the_work_of_the_COINTELPRO.php and tell me that
no-one got killed or injured by those explosions.
As for the holocaust, more on Sims’ spouting of the Jew World Order,
and all the blogs he endorses coming up. But first, John Harris, founder
of TPUC.
Sims, along with many other shills, says John Harris was murdered
because he was a threat to the ruling elite. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nu2NylLPLJo entitled ‘John Harris
Suicide Be Lie Vable’.
John’s family believe he committed suicide: “I can categorically state this
as a true fact as I knew him better than anyone having been his much
loved partner for the past 16 years. Our family & I are absolutely
devastated and would kindly ask that you please be respectful as this is
an extremely difficult time for us all. There is no conspiracy regarding his
passing.” http://www.tpuc.org/goodbye/
He doesn’t look suicidal in the following note: “If I had my time over I
would never have got on that stage in Stoke and done ‘it’s an illusion’ as
it turned me into a self obsessed monster and not only did I nearly
destroy the love of my life, I nearly destroyed my family with my
selfishness, delusions of grandeur and thinking I am something special.
I have now been offered a lifeline and a chance to rebuild all I have
destroyed and I am so humbled by the fact this has been offered to me,
considering what I have done. I consider myself to be the luckiest man
on the planet to be given this chance and I turn my back on TPUC and
everything that took me away from my family. I now have become what I
should have been all along a loving family man, husband to be and a
hard working plumber who pays his tax.

I strongly suggest to anyone who reads this that if you too are about to
forsake your family the way that I did, then please re-think, as I promise
you there is nothing more important than your family, nothing!
So all that is left to say is goodbye and I wish you all the happiness,
good health and all the love in the world, as I now am so privileged and
lucky to have back and never will I forsake it again…
John Harris”
Harris was certainly becoming a threat to the ‘PTB’ as he was coming
out with real truth, for example he admitted he couldn’t prove any
aspect of the freeman stuff he spoke about. He said it created
‘freeloaders on the land’; that the FOTL movement created monsters;
that some of these ‘freemen’ did some awful things, such that some
people died https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foW8qYdLuXU He
probably got told to STFU after that interview! Incidentally notice that
the shill interviewing him – Graham Hart - defends the ‘freeman’ shite,
saying he can’t fault it, and telling Harris not to blame himself. If the
interviewer was a genuine and honest guy he would be admiring Harris
for finally revealing the truth about FOTL, and would be condemning it
himself.
Of course the fact that John Harris had also “found out some very
alarming things about certain individuals” such that he was able to
conclusively reveal them for the slimeball shills that they are would
also have made him a thorn in the masons’ side. I find it very hard to
believe that he wasn’t aware he was surrounded by shills two years
prior. He was one of the suspect shills I contacted, together with Richy
of ‘Lawful Rebellion’, and Roger Hayes, and a number of others in
March 2013 re the Hollie Greig ‘shill’ test. See my W-O-S. It was
obvious then that UK Column, BCG and Lawful Rebellion were
COINTELPRO. Did he have his head in the sand or something?
Duncan Sims says in the comments section of his vid: “I believe John
was sincere initially, then groomed from july7th website into the spook
run ukcolumn et al, then doomed when he revealed he'd sussed his
'comrades'.” Notice Sims, nor any of the other shills, point out that
Harris was starting to come clean about the FOTL movement. That
revelation is what would have angered the ‘PTB’.

Notice the filthy shills out in force commenting under sleazeball
extraordinaire Brian Gerrish’s ‘R.I.P’ video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff2TsEweZh8 saying he was killed
because of his TPUC work - his ‘wonderful’ research and ‘courageous’
campaigning as a prominent ‘freeman’ ...
Course of all the snakes who surrounded John Harris, Gerrish is the
biggest one of all.
We’ll never know why John took his own life [there doesn’t seem to be
any evidence that he was ‘suicided’]. John was in a difficult position,
that’s for sure. His conscience was obviously getting to him, and he
wanted to put right that which he’d done wrong. His dilemma was should he continue to spill the beans, and risk the wrath of the Masonic
heavyweights; or should he kowtow to them, shut the fuck up about
what he knew and face being publicly ridiculed and shamed as a
cowardly sell-out.
If he had decided to continue listening to his conscience he would have
had to boldly challenge the ‘all powerful’ Masonic hierarchy. He would
have known the consequences of that. He had probably already been
threatened. He’d probably been told that his family would be punished
too. Perhaps knowing what was in store – for him and his loved ones –
was too much of a burden to bear; and maybe that is why he killed
himself. If that is the case, it is a shame because if he had put his full
faith in God, he would have been able to withstand whatever
punishment was coming his way.
I guess it goes to show that once you sell yourself to the Masonic suits,
there’s no escaping ... unless of course you have strong faith in God.
Course the comments sections of sites is very revealing. You’ll find that
the majority of comments following articles written by shills are made
anonymously, or they are made by other known or obvious shills; that is
another dead giveaway that the author of a site is a shill. Take, for
example, the comments on Sims’ ‘about’ page
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/about/ Whoever is posing as ‘David
Brown’ david brown operates an obvious pseudo site. Sims himself
could be the fake fucker behind ‘Brown’. That it is a bogus blog i.e
masonic controlled is very evident by the fact there is nothing at all to
identify this ‘person’, despite the sheer volume of articles ‘David’ has
written, dating back to 2010.

Another example of a masonic sham site from Duncan’s ‘about’ page is
The Fog Horn You’ll find the ‘Fog Horn’ is a masonic written God
hating site http://ohmyvolcano.blogspot.co.uk/ There are a lot of these
anonymously penned masonic anti Christian sites flooding the internet.
This is necessary for the ‘PTB’ to progress their Satanic One World
Religion plans. Have a look at the links from ‘volcano’. All bar one link
to the same ‘volcano’ site. Laugh out fukking loud. Sick bastard
masons. I’d love to know what evil git in the lodge cobbled it together. I
wouldn’t be surprised if it was sly Sims himself. Whoever it is, the piss
takin’ dirty brigade [masons in high places] are getting really bloody lazy;
they’re not even attempting to make these blogs look genuine. Here are
the links:
Above Top Secret
Atheist Forums
Bare Naked Islam
Church of Flying Spagetti Monster Church of flying spaghetti monster
ferfuck’s sake.
Daily Mail
Debating Christianity
English Defence League
Friendly Atheist
Happy Atheist Forum
Mumsnet
Politics.ir
Reddit
Religion Forums
Richard Dawkins
SubReddit 'AcademicBiblical'
Subreddit 'Debate Religion' This links to a ‘news’ site [all ‘news’ sites
are written by Satan’s servants.]
Subreddit 'Debateachristian'
Subreddit 'Judaism'
TheologyWeb
You’ll notice there are innumerous masonic penned pseudo sites. Just
look at the anti-Jew propagandists, and who they link to. I’ll give some
examples in a minute. This gives you an idea of the lengths the
freemasons have to go to in order to nullify the truth which is seeping out
courtesy of nuisance bloggers like me. The devil promotes a lie
to counteract every truth.
“Be alert and of sober mind. Your enemy the devil prowls around like a
roaring lion looking for someone to devour. Peter 5:8

Satan is an adversary, who is clever, crafty, deceptive and dangerous.
Satan knows our weakness and exploits them to great advantage
against us. The Bible does not speak so much about the power of Satan
as of his extreme subtlety, trickery and deceptiveness. He uses clever
wiles, deceptive devices, wily stratagems and deceitful designs. Paul
wrote about the evil powers of darkness against which we struggle (Eph.
6:12). And it is in the darkness that we are easily attacked and deceived.
Therefore, Paul said in 2 Corinthians 2:11, “Lest Satan should get an
advantage of us; for we are not ignorant of his devices.” Ignorance is not
bliss, especially when it comes to knowing our enemy! One of the
cardinal rules of military warfare is to know your enemy. The better we
know what we are up against, the more likely we are to recognize how
and when the enemy attacks and the more likely we will be able to resist
the fiery darts of the evil one in the strength of the Lord.”
4

The godl of this agem has blindedn the minds of unbelievers, so that
they cannot see the light of the gospel that displays the glory of
Christ,o who is the image of God.p
5

For what we preach is not ourselves,q but Jesus Christ as Lord,r and
ourselves as your servantss for Jesus’ sake. 6 For God, who said, “Let
light shine out of darkness,”a t made his light shine in our heartsu to give
us the light of the knowledge of God’s glory displayed in the face of
Christ.v
7

But we have this treasure in jars of clayw to show that this allsurpassing power is from Godx and not from us. 8 We are hard pressed
on every side,y but not crushed; perplexed,z but not in
despair; 9 persecuted,abut not abandoned;b struck down, but
not destroyed.c 10 We always carry around in our body the death of
Jesus,d so that the life of Jesus may also be revealed in our body.e 11 For
we who are alive are always being given over to death for Jesus’
sake,f so that his life may also be revealed in our mortal body. 12 So then,
death is at work in us, but life is at work in you.g
13

It is written: “I believed; therefore I have spoken.”b h Since we have that
same spirit ofc faith,i we also believe and therefore speak, 14 because we
know that the one who raised the Lord Jesus from the deadj will also
raise us with Jesusk and present us with you to himself.l 15 All this is for
your benefit, so that the grace that is reaching more and more people
may cause thanksgivingm to overflow to the glory of God.

16

Therefore we do not lose heart.n Though outwardly we are wasting
away, yet inwardlyo we are being renewedp day by day. 17 For our light
and momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far
outweighs them all.q 18 So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on
what is unseen,r since what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen
is eternal.
Jesus spoke to the crowds in parables; he did not say anything to them
without using a parable.t 35 So was fulfilledu what was spoken through the
prophet:
“I will open my mouth in parables,
I will utter things hidden since the creation of the world.”c v
The Parable of the Weeds Explained
36

Then he left the crowd and went into the house. His disciples came to
him and said, “Explain to us the parablew of the weeds in the field.”
37
He answered, “The one who sowed the good seed is the Son of
Man.x 38 The field is the world, and the good seed stands for the
people of the kingdom. The weeds are the people of the evil one,y 39 and
the enemy who sows them is the devil. The harvestz is the end of the
age,a and the harvesters are angels.b
40

“As the weeds are pulled up and burned in the fire, so it will be at the
end of the age. 41 The Son of Manc will send out his angels,d and they
will weed out of his kingdom everything that causes sin and all who
do evil.42 They will throw them into the blazing furnace, where there will
be weeping and gnashing of teeth.e 43 Then the righteous will shine like
the sunfin the kingdom of their Father. Whoever has ears, let them
hear.g”
https://www.jashow.org/articles/guests-and-authors/dr-steven-criser/deception-discerning-the-devils-most-dangerous-device/
Satan’s servants seek to fully enslave us in the masonic matrix.
“How to wipe out the masonic new world order?
Everyone knows they are satanic and pure evil, the problem is simple
as is the solution. There is the new world order and the common people
what stops the common people from removing satan from power?

Let's look at the book of Revelation, a time will come and is
virtually here when the Antichrist will rule the world, chp 6,13 tells
us HOW the Antichrist rises to and maintains power. The white horse
rider goes conquering, he obviously doesn't do that on his own, he has
armies and a force, that is the real issue to everything about ruling,
having an army behind you a force or power that can destroy the enemy.
When you have the power behind you, you can wipe out any enemy and
nothing can stop you.
Nearly every nation that has come in to existence has been a result of
war and a force of power that destroys. Satan doesn't go out and fight
any battles he gets other people to do his dirty work less he get
harmed. Manipulation deception persuasion those are the tools to get
people to do things even kill. 9/11 showed how the satanic clerics
brainwashed terrorists to kill 3000+ innocent people, yet is that the
real story? Or was it a layer over that? Was it a false flag event
designed to allow an attack on Iraq and the middle-east, layer upon
layer of deception. The truth is irrelevant the events happened who
manipulated who is irrelevant it happened one way or the other.
And therein lies the answer to all war and attacking and conquest.
Hitler being a good example, history is full of people who have
manipulated armies to go and kill perceived enemies. So there is the
core that do all the persuasion and brainwashing and the force or army
or force that do the dirty work. Those who do the "dirty work" of
killing and the like what about them? They are persuadable able to be
deceived and enslaved and kill on command for a perceived authority.
The truth is by looking at the history of the demons who have
conquered lands and killed innocent people is they have taught ALL
their methods indirectly through action. Take the builderburgs for
example or the illuminati or freemasons or any of a hundred similar
groups, they all exhibit the same qualities, secrecy, deception,
hidden agenda. Knowing they are being hunted they "open up" and
present a false image to the world of who they are, they claim to be
nice and charitable, free spirited and other things that attract
people, it is all a deception as are so many things. The problem is
the deceptions have created tens of the thousands of nuclear weapons,
millions of people starving to death in poor nations, a super rich
untouchable elite and most of the world slaves to money, that is the
"fruit" of the deception.

There was the pure earth without war sickness or suffering, Satan and
his network of demons have brought about reality as it is now ( much
like the Matrix movie ) yet even being told and shown the deception
the amazing thing is most people don't "get it" for all they know is
the deception ( 2 Thess 2 ) they can't perceive a paradise as it was,
that is one of the biggest lessons to learn, most people aren't
bothered to try to break free from the satanic demons who
rule the
world, they just "get on with it" and suffer best as they can. Where
is their "faith" their "hope"? Well Satan and his demons have
destroyed their faith and hope in a better world, they just accept
life as it is, they accept the concept of nations and money and
suffering and masters and slaves. They accept the brainwashing and
deceptions of the media and governments, they THINK there is
nothing they can DO about it.
Many people by what they do hold up the deception and satanic demons
running this world, they work in governments they work in the system,
they THINK the system supports them but they EMPOWER the
beast call it the system or 666 or pure evil, they the workers ensure
the survival of the satanic world order. I have found this to be so
true; people will fight me to stay enslaved. They can't walk away or try
to change it, they are frustrated at the bureaucracy and laws and the
system, yet they take their wages and "live" as the beast feeds them.
Their thinking is "better the devil you know than the devil you don't"
truth be told "the devil you don't" could be "the Jesus you don't" there is
a far better way to live than the way things are now. A world without
borders or suffering or sickness or money or slavery. The ironic
thing is most people think they are free, but their freedom is
limited by the satanic demons running the world, just enough
freedom to think they are free and then when the slaves look like
they are making progress time for a recession or war some place
to ensure the slaves remain slaves, some false flag event to
keep those in power in power.
Truth be told those who rule are all being deceived by satan, and they
in turn deceive others. In Matthew 4 Satan boasted to Jesus "All the
kingdoms of the world are mine" and he wanted Jesus to bow down and
worship him. It was yet another deception Satan had nothing to offer
Jesus but his knowledge of how to enslave and deceive
mankind.”
http://antimatrix.org/Convert/Articles_Conspiracy/Conspiracy/Conspiracy
-Selected-Articles-100423194002.html

I urge all freemasons and anyone else who belongs to a secret society
to read this ‘OPEN LETTER TO ALL FREEMASONS BUT ESPECIALLY
TO THOSE WHO CONSIDER THEMSELVES CHRISTIAN’. Here’s a
flavour:
“Subtitle: The Bible is very specific about most types of human
behaviors, in order that God may protect us against both ourselves
and against wicked and evil in this world. Scripture gives very
clear commands that would prevent anyone from ever joining a
secret society like Freemasonry. Once reading these Biblical
commands, you will realize that no one can be a member of
Freemasonry and be obedient to Jesus Christ.
BIBLICAL COMMANDS FORBIDDING SECRET SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP
John 18:20 -- "I spake openly to the world; I ever taught in the synagogue, and
in the temple, whither the Jews always resort; and in secret have I said
nothing." Throughout Scripture, we are told to imitate Jesus Christ, and let Him
serve as our example. Thus, since Jesus Christ never, ever did anything in
secret, we are not to do anything in secret, either. The true Christian walk is to
be the utmost in transparency possible.
But, in Masonry, initiates are forced to take the most terrible oaths of secrecy,
which we shall get to in a minute. First, let us examine Jesus' commands
against taking any kind of oath. Notice that Jesus Christ personally
forbade taking any kind of oath, based upon anything on earth, or in the
heavens.
Matthew 5:34-46 -- "Again, ye have heard that it hath been said by them of old
time, Thou shalt not forswear thyself, but shalt perform unto the Lord thine
oaths: But I say unto you, Swear not at all; neither by heaven; for it is God's
throne: Nor by the earth; for it is his footstool: neither by Jerusalem; for it is the
city of the great King. Neither shalt thou swear by thy head, because thou canst
not make one hair white or black. But let your communication be, Yea, yea;
Nay, nay: for whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil."
This Divine command, if followed by the "Christian" Mason, would absolutely
prevent any Christian from ever, ever becoming a Mason. Jesus makes it quite
plain He is speaking of "oaths" in this passage, and for very good reason. Secret
Societies had sprung up in ancient Babylon and Egypt, more than 1,000 years
before Jesus Christ was born. These societies had developed the same type of
elaborate secrecy, protected by the same oaths and secret handshakes that
Freemasonry employs today, and for the same reason: if the average person in

any society knew what these secret societies were really worshipping, and
what they were really planning, they would have erupted into demands for
public suppression of the secret societies. Focus in now on Jesus' last words,
above: "... let your communication be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay: for whatsoever is
more than these cometh of evil." Therefore, these secret oaths "come from
evil"! At the end of this article, we shall see how deep of an "evil" Freemasonry
truly is.” http://www.cuttingedge.org/free10.html
And look who else is commenting on Sims’ articles – shill queen Sabine.
There is also a ‘Welsh lass’ who is probably Sims’ sock puppet. In fact I
bet all the other ‘commenters’ [fake personas] are being operated by just
these two evil subversives – Sims and Sabine.
Just look at the comments these phonies make to each other. The lying
twat Sims replies to ‘Fog Horn’: “You are a drama queen, your
permission? it’s in the public domain, is it copyrighted? private or
personal? do you not want this information shared?; and against your
repeated requests is a total lie, the comments prove that for all to see,
and as for google, i couldn’t give the vapour from my urine [fukkin prick]
about what google thinks, says or does; lastly, I am not a journalist, I’m a
Bricklayer and plasterer, I blog and act because myself and my country
are under attack, [LIAR. Duncan Sims blogs bullshit and lies because
he is a despicable Masonic poodle who chooses ungodly Masonic
rewards and protection over morals] I have lost my home and a car
fighting the treasonous bastards, [PROVE IT] I am again bullshitting
when I say I have reported treason, misprision of treason and
misconduct in a public office more than i can add up at present; I
have/am risking prison in my fight, [I have risking prison?! If you are
facing prison it will be because you committed a crime and not because
you are some kind of hero who is being gagged] and more than likely
worse by exposing the pederast/paedo networks and related cover ups
[you Duncan the despicable are protected and rewarded by those
powerful paedos that you pretend to be fighting] so forgive me if i don’t
submit to your orders; I never have liked being told what to do. I will look
into this ‘red mark’ thingymajig and make a decision then about an intro,
as for a link: I already did if you look.” Carry on pretending arsehole.
Hope you know you are shackled to Satan forever. Well, you are unless
you come clean. But you won’t cos you’re a pathetic coward.
This is what ‘David’ [who is probably Duncan] says: “Re Cliff Richard is
there any solid evidence to demonstrate that he ever visited Elm House .
Or is this just conspiracy stuff . We could construct an anti-Jewish web
site featuring some prominent Jews thought to be abusers and others

who were not. Or one claiming the Roswell aliens assassinated Kennedy
and Diana.
Come on you most have some sort of evidence. Not enough for a court
conviction but something to show that he ever once visited Elm house.
Otherwise we might just claim as equally rubbish the people making this
claim are secret Satanists out to damage the reputation of a well known
Christian.” There is evidence Cliff Richard [Kitty] visited Elm House.
See my pdf on Gojam http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/media/GOJAM.pdf
Duncan doesn’t tell you that though. Instead the toady pleases his
masonic bosses and talks conspiracy theories:
“Solid evidence? as in the 19 hijackers that dropped 3 towers with 2
planes? never mind the Pentagon and the $2.3 trillion, We happilly
genocided back to the stone age the Iraqi’s cos the papers said so! or
the other ‘muslims’ who attacked us on 7/7? I could go on. The victims
and’ or witnesses have mysteriously died in relation to many of the
abusers, just like the bankers topping themselves, Gareth WIlliams
holdall suicide, the world knows Diana was no accident, and LHO
couldn’t of shot JFK, all conspiracy theories of course.
Is there evidence as you put it for Savile’s crimes? it’s a jigsaw, put
enough of the pieces together and a picture starts to appear,
unfortunately some cannot see it, some will not see it but the majority
just don’t care, as long as their tv’s are getting bigger and their cars
shinier. Britain is under attack from many angles, mass immigration,
Treason, Sedition, paedophilia, mass dumbing down, sexualization of
our children, [I’ll add another one - dirty disinformationists like Duncan]
do you need ‘evidence’ for what is clear in front of your eyes? or do you
not c?”
Ok, now the Jews. The fact that Duncan Sims spreads the ‘Jew World
Order/Hitler is the most lied about person’ propaganda is even more
proof that he is a disinfo agent. Hitler was NOT one of the good guys,
who believed in freedom and served his people, he was serving the
NWO agenda. Have a read of my ‘DIGGER’ pdf
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/DIGGER_IS_A_SHILL.php for more.
Holocaust denialism is easily debunked by the searing judgement
against the Historical revisionist Holocaust denier and thoroughly
discredited David Irving. During the course of his unsuccessful libel
case which he had filed against historian Deborah Lipstadt and Penguin
Books he was shown to have deliberately and persistently
misrepresented and manipulated historical evidence in order to

promote Holocaust denial. Irving was also found in court to have
distorted the history of Hitler’s role in the Holocaust in order to depict him
in a favourable light. Duncan Sims of course promotes David Irving
and other Nazi apologists.
Have a read of Sims’ re-blog of ‘censorship by Jewish entities as they
seek to bring about tyranny’
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2013/05/09/under-threats-from-jewishgroups-talkstreamlive-drops-inside-the-eye-live-from-saturday-line-up/
“Under threats from Jewish media censors monitoring TalkStreamLive,
TalkStreamLive has removed without any notification the popular
political talk show, Inside the Eye. All political talk shows are masonic
controlled opposition. ‘Inside the Eye’ is just another masonic disinfo
site. It is still online. If any part of it has been removed, it will be to
make it look as if it’s been censored. It is just pretence.
Sources note that Jewish groups have been active in monitoring online
media sites in an effort to put a total blanket on the information flowing
out to the American people and larger global community and that Inside
the Eye – Live! was specifically targeted for deletion from
TalkStreamLive’s aggregation Saturday morning line-up. The only sites
being monitored are the ones written by genuine opposition voices. And
the people doing the monitoring are not the Jews; they are the
freemasons.
Unseen and Unaccountable Jewish Censors in the Alternative
News Media Market. The unseen and unaccountable people in power
are the freemasons. There is only the pretence of an alternative media.
It is all controlled by freemasonry. All we have are lone voices struggling
to get real truth out.
And it is precisely this effort to keep reality “under the blanket” and out of
sight and earshot that has de-facto Jewish censors working tireless to
bully and threaten website owners and aggregators. Traditional
American and Western values of free speech are being ground down in
favor of an Orwellian Jewish Bolshevik construction.” The people being
bullied and threatened are the genuine armchair sleuths; NOT the fake
‘alternative media’ [which is made up of so-called ‘alternative’ news
sources and fake online ‘sleuths’.] Our free speech is under threat
because of dirty disinformationists like Sims and the sly NWO shills who
control ‘Inside the Eye’.

If the Jews controlled the media they would not allow the likes of lying
frauds David Irving and David Duke any publicity, let alone the
substantial publicity they get. Both these scumbags are fully paid up rat
shills, working for the masonic mafia, furthering the Satanic NWO
slavery agenda. Real opposition to a totalitarian world government do
not get on TV or in newspapers or glossy magazines.
Just look at the filthy disinfo Duke spews on the Boston marathon
bombings
http://davidduke.com/boston-bomber-we-did-it-to-avenge-wars-in-iraqand-afghanistan/
“Although the establishment media continues to feign ignorance at the
motivation of the Chechen Muslim Boston marathon bombers, [has Duke
done any investigating to see for himself if the Tsarnaev brothers are
guilty? No, of course not] a statement given to the FBI by the surviving
terrorist has confirmed what informed observers knew all along: that the
bombing was retaliation for American wars against Muslim nations on
behalf of the Jewish lobby. We don’t know what Jahar Tsarnaev told
the FBI since they will not publish the interviews they did with him. See
my ‘EXHIBIT CHART’ pdf
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/EXHIBIT_CHART_-_my_observations.php
As for the political scribble inside the boat, has it been proven that Jahar
wrote that? NO. The real marathon bombers are the people who pay
Duke’s wages and pull his strings. See also my ‘BOSTON BOMBING
PSY-OP’ pdf
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_BOSTON_BOMBING_PSY-OP.php
The likes of Duke are promoting racial hatred and war. The men in their
secret societies [I say Masons for ease of reference; in actuality the real
power is much higher up the secret society network] are pushing us into
a Muslim v West [Christian] war [WW3]. This is necessary in order for
them to achieve their ultimate goal - their Luciferian NWO hell on earth.
See this video entitled ‘Top Illuminati Grand Wizard: “We Control Islam
and We'll Use It to Destroy the West.” (WW3)’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dXD2H0m74g
According to media reports, the 19-year-old Dzhokhar Tsarnaev said in
notes made from his hospital bed that he and his brother Tamerlan were
motivated by the Iraq and Afghanistan wars and their belief that they
represented an assault on their faith. Why is a so-called ‘alternative’
voice referencing reports which have come from the marathon bombers
themselves via their media lackeys?

Both those conflicts arose after the attacks of September 11, 2001. The
Jewish lobby in the US was instrumental in creating the war party which
took America into Afghanistan and Iraq, in the completely false belief
that this would “solve” the Islamist terrorist problem.
Thus Americans carry on paying the price for letting the Jewish lobby
continue to dominate their national politics and their foreign affairs. As
long as Americans stand by and let Jewish Supremacists formulate U.S.
policy, so terrorism and attacks on Americans are likely to continue. How
many more people must die before this tragic situation is corrected?”
The people spouting the ‘Jew World Order’/‘the greatest story never told’
disinfo are attempting to rewrite history. They and the rest of the
cointelpro disinformation network are so successfully blurring the lines
between what is fact and what is fiction, what is truth and what are lies
that people are put off trying to make head or tail of it all ... And the
NWO looms steadily closer.
And here is Sims promoting another lying anti-semitic holocaust denier
Satan serving Pastor Steven Anderson.
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/06/01/the-holocaust-hoaxexposed/
Duncan Sims promotes this story
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/11/15/ursula-haverbeck-87-yearold-grandmother-jailed-for-denying-holocaust/ and links to all the Pro
Nazi propaganda to back up his support for the hate speech gran, who
spews “hair-raising nonsense”.
He endorses this humungous masonic engineered LIE – the greatest
story never told http://thegreateststorynevertold.tv/ Incidentally take a
look at the The Greatest Story Never Told TV YouTube channel and
notice the ‘featured’ and ‘related’ channels – Alex Jones and
anonymous channels; all of whom have links to other anonymous
or known shill channels; such as RT, Red Ice TV.
And it is no surprise to see Sims promoting this video Auschwitz—The
Surprising Hidden Truth – YouTube.
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/03/29/auschwitz-the-surprisinghidden-truth-youtube/
There are a lot more Jew bashing/holocaust denial articles from Sims.
Here’s another:

https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/01/28/holocaust-deprogrammingcourse/
“The truth does not fear investigation; Last one to get their blog shut
down is a loser, (don’t forget your back up folks)’.” Well Sims need
never fear his blog being shut down.
And just look at all the masonic penned Jew World Order/White
Genocide and other shill sites Sims promotes on his blogroll.
Need any more proof Duncan Sims is a dirty NWO disinfo agent? He
promotes the anonymously penned Spivey support disinfo site
Coleman experience:
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2014/01/09/derek-laud-big-brother-77david-cameron-cash-for-questions-diana-sas-leon-brittan-michael-colvineton-bear-grylls-gay-lords-dolphin-square-and-the-boy-scout-connection/
Sims also links to Spiv’s vile mate and fellow nonce protector Chris
Wittwer https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/02/23/ian-kidd-norwichdatabase-of-uk-and-eire-paedophileschild-abusers/
Wittwer is the one who boasts multi millions of blog views. At the time I
started to pen this pdf in January 2016, his views had gone up from 32
½ million [when I was writing my Will Black pdf in Aug/Sept 2015] to
nearly 35 MILLION blog views. Laugh out fucking loud. Fucking piss
taking masons. Please note, this pdf was not completed until over a
year later, as other things happened in my life during 2016 which took
priority; so on checking Wittwer’s blog ukpaedosexposed.wordpress.com in February 2017 I now find it “doesn’t exist”;
which is quite surprising. Is the trickling of truth beginning to bother the
masons? I have noticed that they have been busy in recent months
closing down a number of their stooges’ blogs.
And since I’m on the subject of disappearing blogs, what has happened
to Steve Budge’s site ‘The Big Picture’? Here’s Steve on LNM radio
discussing his ‘truther’ guide:
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/lnmrn/2013/01/03/steve-budge-the-bigpicture-on-lnm#
I started to strongly suspect that he too is not the real deal during my
research on ‘Digger’ [also in January 2016] as I started looking a little
closer at what he was promoting, and found a few red flags. Steve
came to my attention in March 2013, not long after I started my War on
Shills when he let me know he had exposed Sabine McNeill as a super
troll. We exchanged views on who else we believed were chain

yankers, and he asked me to let him know if I found evidence of others
being shills, whereby he’d update his ‘Truther Guide’, so I was quite
surprised when, after my thorough debunking of Spiv’s troll team:Jimmy Jones, Daz Lavatory, Tom Pride, Anna Raccoon, Gojam, Will
Black et al, he didn’t voice an opinion on any of them. I was also
surprised when he didn’t give an opinion on my hit piece on Nigel
Cooper [in fact he didn’t even reply to my email in Feb 2014 when I
brought it to his attention before publication; neither incidentally did Tom
Cahill who I also included in that email, as I believed he too was
genuine.] It seems the exposing of certain shills is off limits. Anyway all
that aside it was Steve’s list of obvious shills, such as Muad'Did, David
Irving, Judy Wood that he classed as the ‘best researchers’, his
advocacy of the likes of Deanna Spingola, and his promotion of the ‘Jew
world Order’ and ‘holocaust denial’ that really gives the game away.
In any case since he seems to have gone to ground I guess I can take
him off my hit list ... for now.
Incidentally in some of my Spiveyite pdfs I reference evangelist Anita
Fuentes. However it appears that she too is pulling a fast one, and is in
fact also shilling for the Illuminati. Check it out for yourself.
And here’s Sims referencing the masonic penned anonymous Spivey
support site aangirfan
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2012/05/29/corrupt-incompetent-andmad-rulers/ Genuine resisters of the NWO do not link to shill sites; they
expose them instead.
And he endorses a very well known cointelpro outfit - Red Ice radio
https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/01/31/red-ice-radio-dennisfetcho-hour-1-secrets-of-the-hidden-kosher-mark-the-rabbinical-tax/
He also links to another disgusting disinformation blog, the cathy fox
blog https://icenirising.wordpress.com/2015/06/ ‘Cathy Fox’ is almost
certainly just a pen name cloaking the unidentified masonic author[s] of
the blog.

